
～NEW TRAVEL～ 

Nagoya  Ise shshima& Fuji Hakone 5 Days 
●Ise Jingu 
officially 'Jingu', includes 125 jinja(shinto shrine), centered around Kotaijingu(Naiku),  
dedicated to Amaterasu-Omikami, and Toyo'uke-daijingu(Geku), dedicated to  
Toyo'uke-no-Omikami. Its area is roughly the same size as Paris. More than 1,500 rituals are  
conducted here yearly to pray for the prosperity of the Imperial family, the peace of the  
world, and the huge harvest. 

 

●Miho-no-matsubara 

The ocean waves rushing ashore, the bright blue sky, and there stands Fujisan with poise  
behind the green of the pine grove. This is the legendary spot where the celestial maiden  
wearing a raiment has descended. Since ancient times, this scenic landscape has been  
depicted in many art forms such as poetry, paintings and ukiyo-e. The area has influenced  
many pieces of artwork, and has been registered as a World Heritage Asset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



●Atami  Baien 

This famous early-flowering ume garden is said to be the best in Japan. Every year the trees  
flower in order, beginning with the first blossoms from the end of November to the first  
weeks of December, then the rest of the early bloomers, then the middle bloomers and  
finally the late bloomers, which means visitors can enjoy the spectacle of ume blossoms  
longer here than anywhere else. Furthermore, visitors can expect to see a wide range of ume  
trees, including trees with white blossoms, trees with red blossoms, trees whose blossoms  
are a mixture of colors, and trees with white blossoms that look green. 472 ume trees, all  
proudly in blossom. 59 of them are over a hundred years old. A footbath and souvenir shop  
are available within the park during the period. Amazake is distributed (free of charge) on  
Sundays and holidays, and various events are held. 

●Ueno Park 

With a zoo and both art and science museums, Ueno definitely is a very cultural district. Home to over  

500 species such as polar bears, gorillas, and giraffes, Ueno Zoo is Japan’s oldest zoological garden,  

opened in 1882. Its most popular inhabitants are, however, the giant pandas. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 Day 01  SGN Or HAN  NAGOYA  INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT／

Ise Jingu ／Irako／Toyota Automobile Museum ／Laka 

Hamana-ko  

 

MEAL：Breakfast：XXX  Lunch：XXX  Dinner：Hotel  

Stay：The Hamanako Hotel Or Okura Act City Hotel Hamamatsu Or Same Level 
 

 

 Day 02  The Hamanako／ Miho-no-mastubara／S Pulse Dream 

Plaza ／Atami  Baien／Fuji  Hakone 



Meal：Breakfast：Hotel    Lunch：Japanese Style Set Menu  Dinner： Hotel 

Stay： Fuji Hakone Land Schole Plaza Hotel Or Same Level 

 

Day 03  Hakone／Hakone Shrine／Owakudani／Oshino Hakkai  

         Swan Lake／Kawaguchiko Park／Shinjuku Kabukicho 

 

 

 

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel    

Lunch：Roast meat buffet Or Shabu Shabu Free Or Same Leve     

Dinner：Roast meat buffet Or Shabu Shabu Free Or Same Leve 

Stay：Tokyo Dome Hotel  or  Metropolitan Tokyo Ikebukuro  Hotel     

      Or  Sunshine City Prince Hotel Or Same Level 
 



Day 04  Ginza／Senso-ji Temple／Ueno Park／Ameyoko／AEON 

Shopping Mall／Narita 

 

 



 

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel 

Lunch：Roast meat buffet Or Shabu Shabu Free Or Same Leve 

Dinner: Roast meat buffet Or Shabu Shabu Free Or Same Leve 

Stay：International Garden  Hotel Narita  or Marroad International Hotel Narita  

      Or Same Level 

 

 

Day 05  NARITA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT  SGN Or HAN   

 

Meal：Breakfast：Hotel 

Lunch：XXX 

Dinner : XXX 


